Lyapunov and Stein matrix equations arise in many important analysis and synthesis applications in control theory. The traditional approach to solving these equations relies on the QR algorithm which is notoriously difficult to parallelize. We investigate iterative solvers based on the matrix sign function and the squared Smith iteration which are highly efficient on parallel distributed computers. We also show that by coding using the Parallel Linear Algebra Package (PLAPACK) it is possible to exploit the structure in the matrices and reduce the cost of these solvers. While the performance improvements due to the optimizations are modest, so is the coding effort. One of the optimizations, the updating of a QR factorization, has important applications elsewhere, e.g., in applications requiring the solution of a linear least-squares problem when the linear system is periodically updated. The experimental results on a Cray T3E attest to the high efficiency of these parallel solvers.
INTRODUCTION

Consider the Lyapunov matrix equation,
and the Stein matrix equation,
where A, Q, X L , X S # R n_n , Q=Q T , and X L =X T L , X S =X T S are the corresponding sought-after solutions. These matrix equations arise in many applications of control theory and stability analysis of linear control systems governed by first-order ordinary differential equations [17, 22] . In particular, in control applications we are interested in the c-stable case of the Lyapunov equation (the eigenspectrum of A is in the open left half complex plane, 4(A)/C & ), and the d-stable case of the Stein equation (|*| <1, for all * # 4(A)). These stability conditions guarantee the existence and uniqueness of the solution for these types of equations [20] .
In control applications it is also often the case that Q=C T C, a positive semidefinite matrix with C # R m_n , and m n. It can be proven that X L and X S are also positive semidefinite and therefore there exist factors G and F such that X L =F T F and X S =G T G. Matrices G and F are often called the Cholesky factors, even if they are not square triangular, and are required for example in model reduction [28] .
Large-scale Lyapunov and Stein equations arise for example in the stabilization of linear control systems, optimal linear-quadratic control, and model reduction [9, 11] , to name a few. The high computational cost of the solvers for these equations requires the use of libraries that facilitate high-performance on the latest architectures, including parallel computers.
In the past decade, there have been several attempts to develop libraries for parallel distributed computers with the functionality of the Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) [10] and LAPACK [1] . ScaLAPACK (Scalable LAPACK) [6] is a LAPACK-like parallel library for these environments. The philosophy behind ScaLAPACK was to derive a parallel library from LAPACK through maximal code reuse, with every layer of ScaLAPACK mirroring the corresponding layer of LAPACK. PLAPACK (Parallel Linear Algebra Package) [30] follows the successful object-oriented approach of MPI to provide a development library for parallel linear algebra. PLAPACK is in part an effort to design a high-level abstract programming interface so that coding of parallel linear algebra routines becomes a straightforward translation of algorithms as they might be presented in a classroom.
Numerical QR-type solvers for Lyapunov and Stein equations include the Bartels Stewart method and Hammarling's algorithm [2, 16, 31] . The common initial step in all these methods is the reduction of the coefficient matrix A to real Schur form by means of the QR algorithm [12] . This is followed by a less expensive back substitution procedure. The overall cost of these algorithms is roughly 36n 3 flops (floating-point arithmetic operations). Just the QR algorithm, used to reduce an upper Hessenberg matrix to real Schur form, requires 25n 3 operations which mainly employ the less efficient level 1 and 2 BLAS [12] .
All attempts to parallelize these algorithms for distributed-memory architectures report disappointing results (see, e.g., [18, 19] ). (The QR algorithm should not be confused with the QR factorization used in this paper.) In summary, these parallel QR algorithms attain only a small fraction of the total available performance on distributed memory architectures, unlike other common dense linear algebra operations such as matrix matrix multiplication and matrix factorizations like the LU or QR factorization which attain near-peak performance [6] .
Explicit iterative methods for solving Lyapunov and Stein matrix equations have been known for some years now [25, 26] . These algorithms have received renewed interest [3] as they rely on level 3 BLAS computations such as matrix inversions, linear system solvers, and matrix products, which are highly efficient on current high performance parallel distributed architectures. Although these methods cannot be considered as numerically stable, the numerical results obtained in practice are close to those obtained by means of QR-type solvers [4] .
The primary contribution of this paper is in the identification and implementation of specialized matrix kernels that fully exploit all special structure in the matrices, thus reducing the overall operation count of the Newton and the squared Smith iterations for the solution of the Lyapunov and Stein equations, respectively. PLAPACK is used as an enabling tool to achieve high-performance parallel implementations of these specialized kernels and of the overall algorithms. An impact of this work beyond problems in control theory comes from the applicability of one of the specialized kernels in computations involving large linear least-squares problems. The message of this paper is in part that for all applications requiring dense matrix kernels one should look for opportunities for specialized kernels that reduce the operation count without sacrificing rate of computation. Too often application programmers shy away from such specializations due to the misconception that the coding effort is prohibitive.
It should be noted that preliminary results were reported in a conference paper [24] . This paper presents those results in greater depth and expands the target operations to include the positive semidefinite case of the equations (Q=C T C), which requires the specialized QR factorization routine.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we briefly review the theory behind the iterative solvers for the Lyapunov and Stein equations, respectively. In Section 4, we discuss the parallel implementation of the iterations and a few specialized dense matrix kernels, which allow one to exploit structure in the problems. Performance results obtained on a Cray T3E-600 are given in Section 5, and concluding remarks follow in the final section.
SOLVING LYAPUNOV MATRIX EQUATIONS WITH THE MATRIX SIGN FUNCTION
General Case
The Newton iteration for the matrix sign function
was proposed by Roberts (with # k =1) as a Lyapunov solver in [25] . In case A is c-stable, the iteration can be shown to converge to A =&I, the identity matrix, and Q =2X L .
Although the convergence of the Newton iteration is globally quadratic, the initial convergence can be accelerated using, e.g., the determinantal scaling [7] , where
The convergence of A k to &I n in the Newton iteration suggests the following convergence criterion
where = is the machine precision and c is a small-order constant. When this criterion is satisfied, two more iterations are performed as the ultimate quadratic convergence of the Newton iteration will then ensure the maximum attainable accuracy.
The numerical solution of Lyapunov equations by means of the matrix sign function cannot be considered a numerically stable procedure; however, recent studies [4, 8] show that the matrix sign function approach, with careful shifts and scaling, can obtain numerical results which are close in quality to those obtained by means of the numerically stable QR-type algorithms.
The Newton iterative scheme has a cost of 6n 3 flops per iteration (the explicit inverse needs to be computed and that requires 2n 3 flops using the LU factorization [12] ). In practice, 7 10 iterations are usually enough to achieve convergence. Thus, the overall cost is around 42n 3 60n 3 flops compared to 36n 3 flops for the QR-type algorithms. Nevertheless, the higher cost of the Newton iteration is more than offset by its higher efficiency on current high performance computers, and its higher degree of parallelism on distributed memory architectures.
The cost per iteration of (3) can be reduced by exploiting the symmetry in the sequence for Q k . As Q 0 is symmetric, all Q k 's are also symmetric and we only need to compute the upper (or lower) triangular part of these matrices. We therefore reduce the cost of the Newton iterative scheme to 5n 3 per iteration.
Positive Semidefinite Case
The Newton iteration with determinantal scaling can be adapted to solve the Lyapunov equation for the Cholesky factor F rather than for the solution itself. In [4, 21] iteration (3) is modified to obtain the Cholesky factor of the Lyapunov equation without constructing X L or Q explicitly. Specifically, if Q=C T C the iteration for Q k can be rewritten as
with C 0 =C, yielding
At convergence, C =2F.
Notice that the computation of C k+1 requires 2(2 k m) n 2 flops (the inverse A &1 k is already available as part of the iteration) and storage for a 2 k+1 m_n matrix. Following the ideas in [4] , we propose to perform the iteration as long as
where wxx denotes the integer part of x. From that point, we compute the QR factorization
with R k # R n_n , and set C k+1 =R k . After the first QR factorization, C k is triangular and the matrix product C k A &1 k only requires half of the cost (n 3 ). The matrix in the left-hand side of (6) is 2n_n and the factorization requires 10n 3 Â3 flops. However, by taking advantage of the triangular structure of C k , this cost can be reduced to 2n 3 operations. The complete algorithm and its cost is given in Fig. 1 .
FIG. 1.
Lyapunov and Stein solvers for the positive semidefinite case and cost of the generic and specialized (taking advantage of structure) kernel. The reduction in cost due to the specialized kernels is indicated by n 3 + 10 3 n 3 Ä 3n 3 .
SOLVING STEIN MATRIX EQUATIONS VIA THE SQUARED SMITH ITERATION
General Case
The squared Smith iteration for the Stein equation
is introduced in [26] . This iteration converges, provided A is d-stable, to A =0 and Q =X S . The squared Smith iteration has received considerable less attention than the Newton iteration for the matrix sign function. Recently this iteration has been used for solving large sparse Lyapunov equations in [23] . A first study of the parallelization of this iteration is reported in [5] .
As A k converges to 0 n , an appropriate stopping criterion is based on
As in the case of the Lyapunov equation, when this criterion is satisfied we perform two more iterations to maximize the attainable accuracy. If A is highly nonnormal such that &A& 2 >1, then overflow may occur in the early stages of the iteration due to increasing &A k & 2 although eventually, lim k Ä A k =0. Easily computable overflow bounds are derived in [5] . The cost of the squared Smith iteration is 6n 3 per iteration. As in the Newton iteration, this can be reduced to 5n 3 flops by exploiting the symmetry in the Q k 's.
Positive Semidefinite Case
We can apply the same ideas as for the Newton iteration in Section 2.2 to adapt the squared Smith iteration to obtain the Cholesky factor G of the solution without constructing X S or Q explicitly. Specifically, if Q=C T C the iteration for Q k can be rewritten as
At convergence, C =G.
As for the Newton iteration for the positive semidefinite case, we perform the iteration as long as
and from that point, we compute the QR factorization
with R k # R n_n , and set C k+1 =R k . The complete algorithm and associated costs are given in Fig. 1. 
PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION
Naive implementations of the Newton and the squared Smith iterations require only efficient parallel kernels for matrix inversion, matrix matrix multiplication, and QR factorization. Parallel linear algebra libraries implementing these operations include PLAPACK [30] and ScaLAPACK [6] . Taking advantage of symmetry in the computation of Q Â Q+A T QA (or Q Â Q+A &T QA &1 ) and special structure in the QR factorization in (6) and (10) (when C k is already triangular) requires special implementations of these operations. Even the sequential BLAS do not include the operation Q Â Q+A T B for general matrices A and B where Q is known to be symmetric. Similarly, while LAPACK includes a QR factorization routine, it does not provide one that can take advantage of the special structure of (6) and (10) . It is for this reason that we turn to PLAPACK, a flexible infrastructure for constructing parallel dense linear algebra libraries, since it is specifically designed to allow customization of implementations.
Parallel Implementation of the General Case
A simple implementation of the Newton and the squared Smith iterations (3) and (7), with # k =1, is given in Fig. 2 . This implementation merely uses the library provided routines for matrix matrix multiplication (PLA Gemm) and matrix inversion (PLA Invert). Efficient parallel matrix matrix multiplication is discussed in [13, 29] , while efficient parallel matrix inversion is discussed in detail in [27] . It should be noted that ScaLAPACK could just as easily have been used for this simple implementation. The primary difference would have been in the calling sequences for the library routines.
The primary optimization for both algorithms comes from the observation that Q is always symmetric and thus only the lower (or upper) triangular part of Q needs to be updated with Q+A T QA (where A is replaced by A &1 in the Newton iteration), reducing the operation count for this part of the computation from 4n 3 flops to 3n 3 flops, and the overall cost per iteration from 6n 3 to 5n 3 . Notice that Q Â Q+A T QA can be implemented by the following steps:
1. B Â QA as a symmetric matrix matrix multiplication.
Q Â Q+A
T B, which requires a matrix matrix multiplication that only updates the lower triangular portion of Q.
While the first operation is a standard matrix matrix operation provided by the level 3 BLAS, and parallelized in PLAPACK and ScaLAPACK, the second is not part of those widely used kernels. We now describe briefly how to parallelize it explicitly.
In [13, 29, 30] parallel implementation of matrix matrix multiplication is performed as a sequence of rank-k updates or panel matrix multiplies. The only difference for the required operation is that now a sequence of rank-k updates that affect only the lower triangular part of A is substituted: Partition 
so that the operation can be performed by the steps:
v Partition A=(
) and B=(
).
v Update the lower triangular part of Q=Q+A 
Parallel Implementation of the Positive Semidefinite Case
A number of specialized kernels are required for the implementation of the solvers that compute the Cholesky factor of the solution when Q=C T C.
Specialized matrix matrix multiplication. The matrix matrix multiplication
after the inverse is computed in the case of the Newton iteration) involves matrices of special structure in both the first and second loop of the algorithms in Fig. 1 .
In the first loop, matrices C k and B=C k A k are m_n matrices, where m can potentially be much smaller than n. The usual parallel matrix matrix multiplication is implemented as a sequence of rank-k updates, communicating parts of C k and A k and updating B in-place. In the case where C k and B have few rows, this poses a problem, since all nodes do not necessarily own part of these matrices, leading to severe load imbalance. A variant of the parallel matrix matrix multiplication that computes B as a sequence of panel matrix multiplications is more appropriate:
) and C k =(
A parallel implementation of this approach communicates B 1 , forms partial contributions to C k 1 without communicating A k , and sums those partial contributions to form the final C k 1 . Since A k in this operation represents the most data (it is n_n), leaving it in place reduces communication overhead and improves load balance. For details, see [13] .
In the second loop, C k is triangular and thus
can be implemented as a triangular matrix multiplication, reducing the cost from 2n 3 flops to n 3 flops. This operation is one of the level 3 BLAS and parallel implementations are provided by libraries like PLAPACK and ScaLAPACK.
Specialized QR factorization. Notice that C k in the second loop is an upper triangular matrix. Thus, when computing the QR factorization of (6) or (10) where new rows of the matrix become available incrementally. A standard approach to this problem is to update the existing factorization by applying Givens rotations annihilating the new row [12] . We briefly discuss how to take advantage of these zeroes using a blocked algorithm based on Householder transformations instead to preserve high-performance. The discussion assumes some familiarity with the (sequential) QR factorization [12] . Partition
where \ 11 is a scalar. The first step requires the computation and application of a Householder transformation to zero the entries of b 12 . It suffices to observe that performing this step on the matrix Attaining high-performance requires that the QR factorization is implemented using level 3 BLAS. Techniques for accomplishing this can be found in the literature [12] and are easily extended for our special case where part of the matrix is already triangular. Parallelization of this specialized operation required minor modifications to the existing PLAPACK QR factorization routine.
Note that while in the subsequent section we show that optimization of this operation only marginally improves the overall performance of the Lyapunov and Stein equation solvers, this specialized operation has application in linear leastsquares problems requiring updating of a QR factorization. Indeed, recently a derivative of this routine has been used to solve linear least-squares problems arising in the computation of the gravitational field of the earth [14] . It also plays a pivotal role in an out-of-core implementation of the QR factorization [15] .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we report the performance attained by the special kernels involved in the solution of Lyapunov and Stein equations as well as the overall performance of the solvers.
Performance results are given for the Cray T3E-600 (300 MHz), with all computations performed in 64-bit arithmetic. The algorithms were implemented using PLAPACK Version R1.4, which performs all communication by means of MPI. We report performance measuring Mflops per node (millions of floating point operations per second per processing node) on 32 processor configurations. For reference, the following table shows performance of matrix matrix multiplication on a single node of the T3E-600 in Mflops: 500  418  418  370  338  1000  443  444  404  375  1500  425  424  418  364 The columns marked gemm indicate performance of a call to the 64 bit BLAS matrix matrix multiplication kernel. The columns marked PLA Gemm show performance of the parallel matrix matrix multiplication kernels provided by PLAPACK, when executed on one node. Since the Newton and the squared Smith iterations are composed of calls to multiplications of matrices, QR factorizations, and inversion of matrices, Fig. 3 reports performance of parallel implementations of those kernels, where all matrices are square. The graph on the left reports matrix matrix multiplication-related kernels. The curves marked Gemm and Gemm panmat refer to the parallel matrix matrix multiplication routines that use a sequence of rank-k updates and panel matrix multiplies, respectively (the latter is used in the computation of C k A k and C k A &1 k when C k has only a few rows). In [13] it is shown that the panel matrix multiply involves slightly more complex communication and for this implementation the local matrix matrix multiplication does not asymptotically achieve quite the same performance on the Cray as the local matrix matrix multiply at the core of the rank-k update-based parallel implementation.
1 This explains the lower performance attained by the panel matrix multiplication based implementation. The curves marked Trmm and Sy(mm) refer to parallel implementations of a matrix matrix multiply of a triangular matrix times a general matrix and the computation of the symmetric part of AB when the result is known to be symmetric (the special kernel discussed in Section 4.1). Here load balance is less favorable than for the other matrix matrix multiplication kernels, which explains the reduction in performance.
The graph on the right of Fig. 3 reports the performance of the parallel implementations of the matrix inversion and QR factorization algorithms. Notice that communication and load balance are inherently more complex in parallel implementations of these kernels and thus performance is substantially inferior to that of matrix matrix multiplication. The curve Geinv refers to the performance of the inversion routine. Performance of the QR factorization of a general n_n matrix is marked by Geqr, using an operation count of 4 3 n 3 . Performance of routines for factoring a 2n_n matrix when the top half is known to be upper triangular is reported by the curves Geqr 2nxn and Geqr 2nxn update. For the first curve, the general QR factorization algorithm is used, for the second curve the specialized parallel implementation was employed. For each, an operation count of 2n 3 , equal to the number of useful operations performed, is used to compute the Mflops rate.
In Fig. 4 we report the performance of one iteration of the solvers for the general as well as the positive semidefinite (psd) case. For the general case, we report performance attained for the naive as well as the specialized implementation, for each using an operation count of 5n 3 , the number of useful operations performed. For the positive semidefinite case, we time one iteration of the second loop in Fig. 1 . It is in this second loop that the benefits of the specialized QR factorization appear. Again, the operation count used equals 5n 3 . The primary difference in overall performance achieved by the squared Smith versus Newton iteration lies in the lower performance of the matrix inversion routine.
In Fig. 5 we report the total time required for performing six iterations of the various specialized solvers. Here it becomes clear that implementations for the positive semidefinite case benefit considerably from the fact that each iteration of the first loop in Fig. 1 is considerably cheaper when m< <n. While iterations of the second loop achieve lower performance than iterations for the general case, overall time is virtually identical for six iterations. Notice that if m were much smaller than n, the implementation for the positive semidefinite case would complete in considerably less time than that required for the general case. Recall that computing the Cholesky factor directly has the added benefit that it is numerically more stable [16] .
The performance presented in the included graphs is meaningless without some comment regarding scalability. Since the Newton and Stein iterations are composed from kernels that themselves have been shown to be scalable in the literature, clearly the iterations themselves are scalable. The new kernels developed are merely minor variants on these scalable kernels and thus inherit the scalability properties.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper clearly demonstrates that the Newton and the squared Smith iterations for the solution of the Lyapunov and Stein equations, respectively, can achieve impressive performance on distributed memory architectures. Because the overall operation count is only modestly larger than that of the traditional solvers based on the QR algorithm, which do not readily parallelize, and considering that in practice these new algorithms exhibit numerical properties similar to those of the traditional methods, the Newton and Stein iteration based methods are clearly a viable alternative on high-performance computers.
Given a flexible infrastructure for developing parallel linear algebra libraries, like PLAPACK, customization of parallel implementations of kernels is shown to be relatively straightforward. By taking advantage of structure, modest improvements to performance can be achieved. While these improvements are not sufficiently large to warrant labor-intensive customization, the small effort required when using PLAPACK makes such optimizations attractive.
Of particular interest is the customization of the QR factorization to compute an updated factorization. While only modest improvement in performance is demonstrated for the target operations in control theory, this operation is itself an important computation when solving linear least-squares problems when matrices are periodically updated, as frequently occurs in signal processing applications. In that setting, the performance improvements are considerable.
